Thanks for visiting!

MORE AT PAMM
PAMM Free Second Saturdays
presented by

Admission is free all day, program 1-4pm. Join us every Second Saturday of the month for a free, family-fun afternoon with art making, family-friendly tours and guest artists.

PAMM Art Storytime
Beginning in January, every fourth Saturday at 1pm, 3-5 year-olds (and their caregivers) build on foundations of literacy with a story reading in the galleries followed by a related art activity in the classrooms. Members $7 per child, non-members $10 per child plus adult admission. Pre-registration only – space is limited.

Call 786-345-5645 or email education@pamm.org to register or to find out more info about special events, programs and classes.

Go to pamm.org/family to download this guide or a museum map. Send us your comments and home art photos. We want to hear from you!


Welcome!
The questions and activities in this guide encourage looking, speaking, listening, and exploring. 3-5 year olds with their families will enjoy sharing ideas and exploring together.
PAMM Architecture: Rooms with a View

There is a window in most galleries (rooms with art). Each one has a different view. What do you see out of the window? Circle each view seen today.

Hanging Gardens

Miami Beach

Freedom Tower

Arty-facts (Answer 3 below – not shown here)

1. Being eco-friendly, this building collects and recycles water for the hanging gardens.

2. The concrete floors, which are strong but lightweight, are filled with big plastic balls (acting like bubbles) that are not solid but...

3. The largest hurricane-proof ever made – its natural light into the galleries.

4. When designing this building, Swiss architects Herzog and de Meuron were inspired by a small community of houses on posts in Biscayne Bay known as... (You have to ask a local)

CREATE! Art at home

Create and curate (organized a room at home). With permission. Use re-useable picture hangers to save surfaces and make changes easier. Think about grouping related subjects or materials together. When you want to add new art, make a different frame to make your story come to life. When you want to add new art, make a different frame to make your story come to life. Hang art in a row or also up and down from floor to ceiling – "salon style!"

Construct a small recycled sculpture using clever combinations of durable and recycled objects.

Have an adult help with a glue gun or attach parts with carefully placed duct tape. Try stacking plastic containers and adding colorful bottle caps or streams. Transform styrofoam packing pieces into the shape of a person, animal, or totally abstract sculpture of any shape.

Does your sculpture best stand alone or with others?

Cut and glue images and/or words from magazines with permission – into the pages on paper or cardboard. For a glue or tape-selected images into a shoe-box gallery. Connect several art-dipped boxes for a larger museum like the PAMM galleries.